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Background image: Carpet sea squirt
U.S. Geological Survey/photo by Dann Blackwood (USGS), via Wikimedia Commons

What are marine aliens?
Marine aliens, also known as non-nave species, are
animals or plants that have been introduced to Scotland
by man’s acvies, either accidentally or intenonally. The
marine aliens shown in this guide have the potenal to
cause economic or environmental impacts in Shetland.
What are climate change indicator species?
These are plants and animals that are spreading north as
the changing climate warms the sea. If found, they may
indicate that the climate is changing.

Where do they grow?
The marine aliens shown in this guide prefer to grow on
man-made surfaces, and will foul boat hulls, ropes, buoys
and other structures. Many will also grow on other plants
and animals, including mussels.
The climate change indicator
species live along the shore and in
rock-pools, as well as on
man-made structures.
Rope fouled by seaweed and bryozoans.
Image: J Tweddle © NAFC Marine Centre Copyright 2013

W (Sargassum mucum)
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- Pale yellow to dark brown seaweed.
- Grows near the surface.
- Can be over a metre in length.
- Found mainland Scotland and
Norway.

Image: GBNNSS © Crown Copyright 2009

IMPACTS: Entangles propellers. Fouls harbour and marina
structures. Dense mats hinder marine recrea>on and rot on
beaches. Replaces na>ve seaweeds.
Background image: Paul Brazier (CCW) © Crown Copyright 2009
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(Cystoseira tamariscifolia)
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- Bushy green/brown seaweed, with a
rough texture. Almost black when dry.
- Blue-green iridescence underwater.
- Usually 30-45cm in length, but up to
60cm.
- Found mainland Scotland.
IMPACTS: Indicator of changing sea temperatures.
Images: Fiona Crouch © MBA
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(Diadumene lineata)
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- Column green or brown, with orange
(occasionally yellow or white) stripes.
- Up to 100 long, greyish tentacles.
- Column up to 2cm across, and 2 cm high.
- Found mainland Scotland and Orkney.
Image: Andrew N. Cohen, Center for
Research on Aqua6c Bioinvasions
IMPACTS: Fouls harbour and marina
structures. Can foul boat hulls. Fouls mussel lines and oyster
beds.
Images: Mary Jo Adams © MJ Adams Copyright 2013
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(Anemonia viridis)
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- Long tentacles, greyish brown or bright
green with purple >ps.
- Tentacle mass up to 20 cm across.
- Column is brown, up to 7cm in diameter.
- Found mainland Scotland and Orkney.

Image: J Tweddle
© J Tweddle Copyright 2013

IMPACTS: Indicator of changing sea temperatures.

Background image: Que2, via Wikimedia Commons
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(Gibbula umbilicalis)
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- Broad reddish-purple stripes on a
greenish-grey background.
- About 1.5cm high, and 2cm across
- Round hole (‘umbilicus’) on
underside.

Image: Jan Delsing, via Wikimedia Commons

- Found mainland Scotland and Orkney.
IMPACTS: Indicator of changing sea temperatures.
Background image: J Tweddle © J Tweddle Copyright 2013
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(Caprella muca)
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- Red to cream coloured shrimp-like animal.
- Spines along their back.
- Males up to 5cm, with large claws.
- Females up to 1.5cm, some>mes with a redspoRed pouch on underside.
- Found in Shetland.

Image: © Hans Hillewaert / CC-BY-SA-3.0

IMPACTS: Unknown.
Background image: R Shucksmith © R Shucksmith Copyright 2013
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(Watersipora subtorquata)
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- Orange-red, rigid colonies, which can grow
over each other.
- Colonies can be several cm across.
- Individual animals are roughly rectangular,
about 1mm long, each with a dark spot.
- Found south coast of England.
IMPACTS: Copper tolerant, so can grow on some an>-fouling
treated surfaces. Fouls harbour and marina structures, boat
hulls, mussel lines and oyster beds.
Images: Andrew N. Cohen, Center for Research on Aqua6c Bioinvasions
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(Schizoporella japonica)
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- Orange-red, hard, encrus>ng colonies.
- Can cover large areas.
- Individual animals are roughly rectangular,
each about 1mm long.
- Found in Shetland.
IMPACTS: Fouls harbour and marina structures, boat hulls,
aquaculture structures, mussel lines and oyster beds.
Images: J Tweddle © NAFC Marine Centre Copyright 2013
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(Paracentrotus lividus)
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- Dark purple to dark green spines.
- Body (’test’) greenish, up to 7cm across.
- Burrows into sock rock, but can also be
found in sea-grass beds.
- Found mainland Scotland.

Image: Ricardo Tulio Gandelman
(Flickr: P1000891) [CC-BY-2.0],
via Wikimedia Commons

IMPACTS: Indicator of changing sea temperatures.

Background image: Fiona Crouch © MBA
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(Didemnum vexillum)
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- Pale orange to oﬀ-white.
- Firm texture, like leather
- Forms large mats, some>mes with hanging
outgrowths.
- Overgrows other plants and animals.
- Found at Largs in the Firth of Clyde, mainland Scotland.
IMPACTS: Fouls harbour and marina structures, boat hulls,
aquaculture structures, mussel lines and oyster beds.
Images: Chris Beveridge (SAMS)
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(Corella eumyota)
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- Smooth slightly transparent body, 2-4 cm
long, but can be up to 8cm.
- Two orange siphons, one at free end, and
one lower and to the right.
- Gut forms a U shape, not an S shape.
- Found mainland Scotland and Orkney.
IMPACTS: Fouls harbour and marina structures, boat hulls,
aquaculture structures, and mussel lines.
Images: JDD Bishop © JDD Bishop
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(Styela clava)
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- Individuals have a club-like body, up to 12cm
long, with tough stalk.
- Skin is yellow or brown, leathery in texture, with
folds and swellings. OZen other plants and
Image: Chris Woods (Marine
animals grow on the body.
Conserva6on Society)

- Found mainland Scotland.
IMPACTS: Fouls harbour and marina structures, boat hulls,
aquaculture structures, and mussel lines.
Background image: GBNNSS© Crown Copyright 2009

Shetland has few marine aliens, but many more are found
elsewhere in Scotland. You can help keep Shetland this way.
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Keep boats and structures as free of fouling as possible.
Check, clean and dry personal gear when moving between
areas.
Don’t throw even small pieces of marine alien back into
the water, as some can grow back from ny bits.
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Keep your eyes open for the marine aliens shown here. If
you think you have found a marine alien please contact
the NAFC Marine Centre on 01595 772 000 or
marineplan@uhi.ac.uk
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The NAFC Marine Centre and ScoDsh government websites contain informaon on
non-nave species, and provide links to the ‘Code of Pracce on Non-Nave Species’.
hGp://www.nafc.ac.uk/introduced-species.aspx
hGp://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Environment/Wildlife-Habitats/InvasiveSpecies

Marine Spaal Planning Team
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